Once upon a time a King called for a meeting; it was a meeting for selected fairy tale characters. They were to decide on an idea that would change something in the area.

Each fairy tale character could put forward one idea then they would all vote on the top two ideas. After that the King would decide which idea they would use.

The three little pigs were a little bit greedy and wanted a house all to themselves that would keep the big bad wolf out. Jack and his mother suggested that every family would own a goose that lays golden eggs, then no one would ever go poor again.

Rapunzel suggested that all towers should have a height restriction and be fitted with emergency exits, so that you don’t have to have long hair to be saved if an evil witch traps you. Pinocchio put forward that all fairy tale characters should be treated the same as humans and have equal rights.

Goldilocks suggested that there should be cottages in the woods so when someone would get lost or just passing by they would have food, beds, chairs and shelters. All the fairy tale characters present had put forward their ideas and started voting for the top two. After talking for a while they finally chose the idea from Pinocchio and Jack and his mother.

The three little pigs were getting bored so they went outside to get some fresh air. But waiting outside was the big bad wolf. The three little pigs were terrified and started running away in fear. But the wolf was too quick and ate them up one by one.

Then after the wolf slurped up the third pigs little tail as if it was spaghetti, Pinocchio came out and saw what the wolf had done.

Everyone was shocked at how the wolf just ate the pigs and they were questioning him on why he did it, but the wolf would not say anything. The police came and arrested him and the meeting went on.
The king thought about which idea he should choose, and finally he chose Pinocchio’s idea that all fairy tale characters and humans should be treated equally and have the same rights. After all, fairytale characters have feelings as well as humans so they should be treated the same.

After the meeting they held a memorial for the three little pigs. They all promised not to be as selfish as the pigs and agreed to think of others as well as themselves.